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“My friend Jo has a pastor’s heart, and that heart shines through every page of this beautiful book. Reading these pages is like learning from a wise friend.”

—SHAUNA NIEQUIST, *New York Times* best-selling author of *Present Over Perfect*

“In these pages, Jo’s trademark wisdom is on display and accessible to everyone who settles in for the ride. Through her gift of delivering essential messaging with wit and wonder, Jo rekindles the desires of your heart and reintroduces you to the life you were meant to live. If you and this book have found your way to each other, I have just two words to share: lucky you!”

—DEIDRA RIGGS, national speaker and author of *One: Unity in a Divided World*

“We live in a noisy culture. It feels as if nearly everyone is screaming about who we ought to be, creating a heightened sense of anxiety and confusion. Jo Saxton, in *The Dream of You*, speaks prophetically, pastorally, and practically to this crisis of identity, because if our identity is not in Christ, we’ll struggle with deep insecurity. We’ll pursue everything, trying to fill our lives with meaning. With her own personal vulnerability, Jo invites us to relinquish our broken identities and return once more to the One who created us.”

—REV. EUGENE CHO, senior pastor, Quest Church, and author of *Overrated: Are We More in Love with the Idea of Changing the World Than Actually Changing the World?*

“The thing I admire most about the words Jo writes is the way in which she lives them. She carries this message like a jug and passes out cups of cool water to those who have been running faster, harder, and longer. If you have lost sight of where you are going, *The Dream of You* is a guidebook to help you get back on track.”

—BIANCA JUAREZ OLTHOFF, speaker, advocate, and best-selling author of *Play with Fire*
“Jo is a friend of ours. She’s a lot of fun, but she’s also filled to the brim with guts and grit and Jesus. This isn’t a book about Jo; it’s about leaving behind who you thought you were and becoming who God made you to be. You’ll be captivated by her stories and swept away by God’s love.”

—Maria and Bob Goff, authors and Jo’s friends

“Who do you see when you look in the mirror or take a selfie? Maybe you see blemishes, pudgy cheeks, imperfection, emptiness, and a lost identity of yourself. *The Dream of You* is a reality check for many who have gotten lost in what society requires and what others desire of you. These false identities have created a sunken silo, sometimes unrecognizable to us. Jo brilliantly calls us to remember our true identities, discovering the people God created us to be. Jo takes us on a personal discovery of ourselves, interwoven through personal and biblical stories of broken identity that keep us from living the lives we were created to live. She invites you to be brave, bold, and courageous, whether you were told you had to work harder than everyone else or that you’re not good enough and will never be enough. God wants to redeem our stories and capture our hearts. God wants to restore your name and purpose. He wants you to embrace His redeeming love.”

—Latasha Morrison, founder and president of Be the Bridge

“Absolutely hands down, Jo is one of my most trusted voices in Christian leadership. When she teaches us about our identity in Christ, being deeply known and loved and purposed by God in *The Dream of You*, the greatest testament I can offer toward her credibility is that she texts me some version of that message every single week. She leads auditoriums full of people, and she leads me one-on-one. She is the real deal, and every word of this book is the gospel truth.”

—Jen Hatmaker, New York Times best-selling author of *Of Mess and Moxie*

“In *The Dream of You*, Jo Saxton takes her readers by the hand as she walks us through the many broken identities she once claimed and has now relinquished in order to retain the only One who is necessary. She does so by inviting us into the most painful touchpoints in her life while...
describing what it has meant for her to navigate her intersectional identities as a black woman who is the daughter of Nigerian immigrants. External voices scream incessantly, telling us who we ought to be. Even heroines like Wonder Woman become cruel taskmasters whose images reminds us that we will never measure up. Jo Saxton calls us to give up the ever-elusive chase to be everything but what God has called us to be and we are all the better for it.”

—Ekemini Uwan, public theologian

“Henri Nouwen wrote, ‘One of the great tragedies of our life is that we keep forgetting who we are.’ Jo Saxton’s The Dream of You carries the antidote to this universal problem—a book that calls us to remember who we really are. It is a primal, human book, crackling with life and wind and Spirit. The Dream of You doesn’t just speak about our shared human condition, but into it with revelatory clarity, like the prophet Ezekiel speaking to the valley of dry bones. To truly hear these words is for your soul to come to life. The dream Jo Saxton writes about will actually be your awakening.”

—Jonathan Martin, author of How to Survive a Shipwreck and Prototype

“Jo writes like she teaches. With a deeply rooted foundation in Scripture, Jo fills the pages of The Dream of You with biblical meat along with challenging, grace-filled application. Most of this beautiful balance of truth and grace unfolds in her personal, and sometimes painful, journey. Authentic, funny, relatable, poignant, and tender, this book is packed with practical direction for each of us to discover and embrace our true identity in the unchanging character of God. I am excited for how lives will be impacted as a result of reading the truths found in the pages of this wonderful book.”

—Vivian Mabuni, speaker and author of Warrior in Pink: A Story of Cancer, Community, and the God Who Comforts

“Jo writes with the same gusto with which she speaks, from a life lived fiercely and faithfully. Without an understanding of our core identity, we will squander the short time we have here on earth and miss out on
the story the God of the universe has written for each of us, one of meaning and intimacy. Jo challenges us to live as we were meant to, with power and purpose.”

—JENNIE ALLEN, author of Nothing to Prove; founder and visionary of the IF:Gathering

“In reading Jo’s book, I wondered if she had been reading my journals or eavesdropping on my conversations. Her writing finds us where we are, whether we are broken, surviving, healing, or desperate for a change. This book is not only Jo’s letter to her readers, but it is a great reminder of the letter God is writing to all of us. Let this book serve as your loving wake-up call to God’s dream of you.”

—AMENA BROWN, spoken word poet and author of How to Fix a Broken Record

“Jo Saxton didn’t just give us a book. She gave us an invitation to dig into Scripture, to listen to her journey, and to be honest with ourselves and with God. She walks us through her story as a Nigerian Brit now in the US. You can almost hear her laugh and sip her tea as she tells us about her childhood hurts and dreams, and she weaves it all together with a reminder that God sees us and knows our dreams. What a needed reminder!”

—KATHY KHANG, author of the forthcoming book Raise Your Voice and coauthor of More Than Serving Tea

“Careful. You’re about to have an encounter with Jo Saxton here in this book, and life may never be the same! Every time I am with Jo, I am challenged, refocused, inspired, and a bit more free to rise to my full capacity as a woman of God. With her trademark boldness and authenticity, Jo will empower you, embolden you, and send you out with purpose and hope to become who God always intended for you to be all along.”

—SARAH BESSEY, author of Jesus Feminist and Out of Sorts
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To all the wonderful women I meet at conferences, churches, over coaching calls and coffee.

You’re amazing.

Yes, you!

with love, Jo
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Foreword

There’s a brilliant family of people in Africa, called the Himba. When a Himba woman is expecting a child, she goes out into the wilderness with a few of her sisters, and together they wait till they hear in their hearts the song of the coming child.

Himba women wait as long as they need to; they wait under stars; they wait until the dream of the child begins to beat like a singular rhythm under their hearts. Because these sisters know that every heart has its own unique beat—its own wild and blazing purpose. And when the Himba women attune to the song of the coming child, they circle around and together they sing the miraculous refrain of the expected child.

Then they return to the gathering of their people and teach this child’s unique song to the waiting community.

When the anticipated child is finally born and taken into arms, the Himba family enfolds her with their presence, and their voices rise, singing the child’s own song to her breathing in first air of this earth.

Later, when the child begins her schooling, the villagers gather and boldly chant the child’s song. And then when the child passes through the initiation to adulthood, the Himba again circle round and sing hopefully and bravely. At the time of marriage, the young woman again hears the assuring notes of her very own song, carrying her forward to meet her hopes.
But there is one more occasion upon which the Himba sing.

If at any time during her life the sister loses her way, falls short, forgets who she really is, or lets anything steal the dream of who she is meant to be, she is gently beckoned to the center of the village. And there she stands, her people forming a safe, ringing circle around her, like her own galaxy of stars.

Then the villagers sing, letting the beat of her drum, the rhythm of her own being rouse her to wake to the dream of her soul again. They sing her own soul song to her because Himba sisters believe that change happens most when we remember who we are and whose we are.

This is what every woman must know: the first tactic of the Enemy is always to distort your identity. Genuine serenity is found only when you know your genuine identity. And you can find your true destiny only when you find your true identity.

Do you know who you really are under the false facades and the piles of work and the relentless exhaustion and the suffocating masks?

Maybe for too long you can’t seem to wake from the nightmare of feeling like “not enough”—not good enough, smart enough, pretty enough, trendy enough, accomplished enough—and this is what keeps you from waking to the abundantly more than enough God has for you.

Maybe your heart has thickened into this long, scarred callus, and you’ve numbed yourself to getting wounded ever again. You smile, you laugh, you nod—but when you look in the mirror, you can’t even remember who you really are or who you were bravely meant to be. But these pages you hold in your hand are your song sheets to wake you to “the dream of you.”
These pages will sing your beauty when you see yourself ugly.
This symphony will sing your worth when you see yourself worn out.
These lyrics will sing hope when you feel deeply hurt.
This song will sing of you as His Beloved when you struggle to believe.

Your uncommonly wise sister, Jo Saxton, intimately knows the song of you because she listens in rare and luminous ways to the heart-beat of your Father. She has written a symphony for your soul, a movement of song that will find you and remind you, because you are not defined by the blind or the unkind or mankind, but only by the Conductor of the Cosmos who sang the dream of you into glorious light.

Your Father knows the beat of your heart when you have forgotten how to be. He knows the rhythm of your return when you don’t know the road back. He knows the lyrics of why you are loved, when you can’t remember quite how to live. He won’t let you lose your way.

And when you have forgotten the words to His Word—to yourself—Jo will sing your Father’s song for you, and you will be forever changed, undone, and remade. Jo takes your broken heart longing to break free, and she cups the dream of you close, and she whispers the words to you, so you can remember the refrain of you again and sing the song that was always meant to be yours before the beginning of time:

You know exactly how I was made, bit by bit,
how I was sculpted from nothing into something.

(Psalm 139)
I am completely God’s masterpiece. (Ephesians 2:10)
I am completely forgiven. (Ephesians 1:7)
I am completely a new creature. (2 Corinthians 5:17)
I am completely strong in the Lord. (Ephesians 6:10)
I am completely accepted in Christ. (Ephesians 1:6)
I am completely loved with an everlasting love. (Jeremiah 31:3)
I am completely overtaken with blessings. (Deuteronomy 28:2)

And your Father and your sisters will sing it soft and strong and certain, of the dream of who you are, until you find your way again. Until you remember the notes of your song—one that awakens all of you to everything you ever dreamed of.

Find your realest identity—and you find how to be really free.

Lean into these soul-stirring pages that will just keep singing your song.

Tuning you to what grace is, awaking you to your soul’s Lover who rejoices over you with gladness, who never stops singing the Belovedness of you, until every single one of your fears is quieted with His love, and the dream of you comes true.

—Ann Voskamp,

*New York Times* best-selling author of

*The Broken Way* and *One Thousand Gifts*
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In your wildest, most exciting dreams, who were you? Did any of those dreams ever come close to your reality?

When I was a little girl, about four years old, I wanted to be Wonder Woman. I didn’t need to look like her, I wanted to be like her and live like she did. By day, she covered up her mysterious, powerful origins. To those around her, she was the understated and underestimated Diana Prince, a hardworking navy officer. Later she became an agent working for Inter-Agency Defense Command (a CIA/FBI–type agency). Yet in times of crisis, Diana’s full identity was revealed. She would spin around and be transformed into Wonder Woman.

As Wonder Woman, Diana could leap a wall, communicate telepathically, and fly an invisible aircraft. Even her outfit (on occasion including a cape, a clear indicator of her superhero status) and her accessories possessed special crime-fighting powers. It never once occurred to me that perhaps she could have worn a few more clothes whilst fighting for justice. She was Wonder Woman; she could wear whatever she pleased!

My favorite part of her outfit was her red, knee-high boots. But what she wore didn’t matter as much as the fact that Wonder Woman had passionate ideals and fought for justice and equality. She was beautiful, kind, thoughtful, and wise. Wonder Woman
was changing the world, dealing with the bad guys, looking out for the good guys, and simply being amazing every single day.

I was in awe. Wonder Woman’s adventurous life was my happily ever after. In my four-year-old mind, someday I would follow in her footsteps.

And then my Aunty May returned from a rummage sale with a pair of red leather Wonder Woman boots. They were for me! I don’t think I could have loved May any more than I did on that day. The moment those boots touched my feet, I was no longer a little girl with big ideas and dreams and hopes. I was the Wonder Woman of my own world. I was mysterious, possessing secret insights and skills. I was strong, kind, and powerful, and I was going to change the world.

I wore my red boots as often as I was allowed, with any and every kind of outfit. Of course, the boots looked great with sweatpants. And yes, they matched my party dress perfectly. When I had my Wonder Woman boots on, I held my head high and walked taller. I was fearless. Wonder Woman expressed everything I wanted to be. And now with my boots on, Wonder Woman looked like me.

So it was quite possibly the saddest day of my childhood when, at age five, I realized how much my feet had grown. My Wonder Woman boots were two sizes too tight, and I finally had to let them go. My brief life as a superhero was over. My powers were gone, my mystery lost, my mission compromised.

I wasn’t Wonder Woman anymore; I was just ordinary little me.
**What Was Your Dream of You?**

Let’s return to the question I asked at the beginning of this introduction: What was the dream you had of yourself from the very beginning? Before life interrupted, before anyone told you who you were allowed to be?

Take a moment now to recall the dreams you had, the dreams of who you could be.

There is something special and important about our unfiltered, innocent dreams. Even though they’re also imperfect and naive in places, they can be signposts to our aspirations and hopes, our longings and ideals. They express something of who we are, they speak of our identity, maybe even hint at the kind of life we were made for.

You and I had an identity before anyone came along to tell us we couldn’t be that person. We had a purpose long before experience told us we weren’t worthy of one. We even had a voice, tiny though it might have been, before it was muted.

Yet as life unfolds, you hear voices telling you that you can’t be the person you dreamed you’d become. Some are simply part of growing up. No, you are not Wonder Woman. No, your cape won’t help you fly. No, you are not a princess, life is not a fairy tale, and you won’t live in a beautiful castle. The more problematic voices are the ones that speak to your real identity and invalidate you. They sound authoritative: “You’re a bit too assertive. Girls aren’t supposed to be like that.” They question your passion and vision, delegitimizing you with every sentence.
“Your dreams aren’t in line with reality.”
“Women are not meant to be strong.”
“Those goals are way beyond your abilities.”
“It’s futile to try to fight injustice. There will _always_ be injustice.”

These voices limit us as they tell us what we can expect, and for some reason we believe them. So let me ask you: What happened to the dream of who you are—and why?

I can’t stress enough how important it is to establish a secure and healthy understanding of your identity. You need to know who you are. This is not self-serving or the epitome of self-interest; it is essential to your well-being. Why? Because as Carol Dweck, Stanford psychology professor, has written, “[T]he view you adopt for yourself profoundly affects the way you lead your life. It can determine whether you become the person you want to be and whether you accomplish the things you value.”

The way you view yourself will define how you rest, work, and play; how you fight and make peace. It will shape the way you love. It influences how you approach your relationship with God. Your sense of identity flows into your relationships with others. For example, if you believe the lie that you’re worthless, it will shape and distort your outlook on life. It will influence how you treat your body and how you allow other people to treat you.

Your understanding (or misunderstanding) of your identity will define your sense of purpose and your contribution to the world. It will tell you whether to value your talents or believe you have nothing of value to offer. What you believe about your identity will tell you whether you share your dreams and live as a
woman directed by vision and mission, or whether to hide your dreams away believing they are pointless. It’s impossible for you, me, or anyone else to live beyond what we believe to be true about ourselves.

When you are uncertain about who you are, you will believe—wrongly—that your value has to be earned. You will try to prove your worth through achievement. Your identity will be held in place by a fragile truce that comes with burdensome conditions, instead of a lasting peace and contentment that grounds your life. You will rely on the recognition and applause of others to center you and provide affirmation.

And what does all this do to you? You will exhaust yourself mentally, physically, and emotionally trying to earn the approval of people or institutions. Then you’ll take yourself beyond exhaustion as you try to hold on to the approval you feel you have earned. You’ll be trying so hard to keep it all together that you’ll have no energy left to find your way back to who you truly are. You will have lost sight of the fullness of your true identity. You’ll no longer see or believe the reality of your God-given potential and purpose.

It’s time to stop the downward spiral and start living a different way.

It’s time to recover the Dream of You.

The Dream of You

The Dream of You is not merely an expression of your wildest dreams and greatest aspirations; the Dream of You soars above
your childhood dreams and icons—even though at times they can act as signposts to your deepest longings. The Dream of You is not just about who you think you are on a good day.

The Dream of You is God’s vision of you—your real, true identity and your God-given purpose.

It is not a dream that you have to earn, and it does not require that a vote be taken by others. It is bigger than the weighty burdens of obligations and expectations that you have encountered up to now.

The Dream of You is about being who you truly are and living the life you were made for. The Dream of You is God’s vision of you—your real, true identity and your God-given purpose.

While life experiences, your environment, your cultural heritage, and your relationships all help shape you, the Dream of You takes into full account God’s promise of redemption and transformation. It empowers you to let go of old, broken, and limited definitions of who you are so you are free to discover and learn how to live fully into who you really are.

Are you ready to recover and reclaim the Dream of You? Then let’s start with where you are right now—with your identity and purpose today. As we do that, we’ll consider how life brought you here.
Hey, Friend,

You are fully known and deeply loved by the living God.

You are seen, every single part of you.
You have a voice, you have ideas, you have a purpose.
You are valuable. You are worthy.
Just let all this sink in for a minute.

But somewhere along the way, you lost sight of the truth of who you are. You became who you thought you had to be. You became what was expected of you, what pleased the world around you, what people required of you. That was fine for a while; perhaps it was even necessary. That is, until you reached a place where you don’t know who you are anymore. And you haven’t been able to find your way back.

Most of the time, life is too full and moving too fast for you to even pay attention to the gradual loss of identity. But you can’t escape the moments in life that reveal the situation. It’s in the way you automatically second-guess your opinions. Or in the guilt you feel about your pride in your dreams and ideas of doing something...
big. It’s revealed in the way you burn yourself out catering to the needs and wants of others. It’s in the hope that by being and doing you will earn more love and acceptance. And when you have worn yourself out and still haven’t received the recognition, you try even harder.

It’s in the way you can’t get beyond your past, and the stain of shame that you can’t seem to escape. After all this time, you still wonder if God really could love someone like you.

I wrote this book for you.

It’s the story of how identities get broken, but how they can be redeemed.

It’s the story of how voices are muted, but how one day they sing a new song.

It’s the story of how God transforms us so we can be free.

It’s my story, and I believe it’s yours too. It’s a story that unfolds every day.

It is possible to find your way back to who you are and recover the life you were made for. It’s not always easy, but the path is paved with God’s grace and mercy. If you’re ready for the journey, I’d love to walk alongside you and keep you company. We’ll share our stories along the way. And maybe some snacks.

With love,

JO
Who do you think you are? It’s a life-defining and an identity-defining question. When I consider who I think I am, what my identity is, I sometimes think I’m a woman simply trying to keep up with the expectations of the world around me.

Standing at an airport newsstand looking for some light reading, I noticed the glossy images on magazine covers. The cover models’ features and dimensions defied gravity. There was not one photo of a person on any magazine cover that looked anything like me.

Then there were the claims made by magazine-cover headlines. I needed to buy one magazine to get a perfect body while another offered a must-read article that would teach me how to be the perfect parent and not ruin my children’s lives. Forever.

Yet another magazine promised to make me amazing in bed, while the one just below it assured me I could make nutritious, locally sourced meals in only fifteen minutes. An entire section of magazines pointed out all the accessories I needed to own for the perfectly appointed home. How would I afford all this? Thankfully, another magazine contained the skills I needed to become a multimillionaire entrepreneur.

To ward off any doubts that all this was possible and could be accomplished now, the magazines featured beautiful people who had achieved these goals by the time they were twenty-five. I should simply have walked away from this madness, but I couldn’t help myself.

I said rather loudly, “All I want is a bloody magazine!” and walked away with nothing but angst.

It’s not just me, and it’s not just you. It has to do with being a
woman in a society that refuses to accept and celebrate women on their own merits. Our society seems far more interested in limiting us to role definitions that usually have little to do with the qualities, intelligence, and talent we each uniquely bring to the world.

Marketing analyst Clotaire Rapaille has written, “Being a woman in America is difficult. . . . So many rules, so many tensions.” I agree, except I’d add that my sisters around the world know this is not an issue only in America. Globally, in different cultures and different ways, we’re all feeling the pressure to conform to imposed standards designed to limit us. We all wrestle with a range of rules and expectations and have to work against the voices that keep telling us who we’re supposed to be and what we’re supposed to live for.

As we have seen, our sense of identity is shaped by far more than childhood dreams. Some of us were given inaccurate identities when life interrupted and distracted us. The people around us have left their mark. And personal experiences don’t remain in the past. They leave a deep imprint, forever changing us.

When Life Changes Your Name

In ancient times, a woman named Naomi left her homeland along with her husband and sons. They moved to Moab to escape famine, and they hoped it would be an opportunity to make a new beginning. Sadly, life didn’t turn out the way Naomi had hoped. In Moab, she lost her husband and both her sons. She returned home years later with a daughter-in-law, Ruth. When they reached Nao-
mi’s hometown, the community welcomed her back. But devastated by grief, Naomi was no longer the woman they had known years before.

“Don’t call me Naomi,” she told the people. [Naomi means “pleasant.”] “Instead, call me Mara [meaning “bitter”], for the Almighty has made life very bitter for me. I went away full, but the LORD has brought me home empty” (Ruth 1:20–21).

Naomi’s sorrow changed her life and renamed her identity. Yet it’s not only the life-shattering events that shape our identities.

Another story from ancient times shows that allowing others to define one’s identity can sideline even a person marked for royalty. Saul, about to be appointed king of Israel, failed to show up for his own coronation. His unexpected disappearance was so concerning that the people sought God to find the king. The response: “He is hiding among the baggage” (1 Samuel 10:22). Saul eventually came out from his hiding place to assume leadership of the nation, but he never escaped the baggage of his own insecurities.

If you read his story in the Bible, you’ll see that insecurity and other issues buried Saul’s potential. He lived for the approval of others, even at the expense of obeying God. For instance, the king felt so threatened by a young newcomer named David that he tried to kill him. The attempts on David’s life continued for years. Saul’s insecurity was a toxin that overwhelmed his identity and poisoned his life.

It’s human to experience insecurity. We don’t feel confident all the time, and it’s tempting to compare ourselves with other people. Yet the insecurities, if left unaddressed, can grow from
momentary emotions to a definitive worldview that determines how we feel, think, and act. Insecurity becomes our identity.

If personal experiences, the interruptions of life, and the voices of those around us have poisoned who we really are, how can you find out your true identity? You know the “right” answer as well as I do. Knowing Jesus forms the basis of your identity, and having a personal knowledge of Him changes everything. Doesn’t it? Doesn’t it?

**Why the Big Disconnect?**

For many of us, knowing Jesus has not pointed the way to finding out who we truly are. How can that be possible? Perhaps it’s because humans find it hard to receive love, gifts, and kindness. We have trouble accepting grace. Maybe after all of our achievements in culture, arts, technology, and science, we assume we now have to overachieve in the realms of spirituality and faith. As a result, our identity in Christ becomes yet another task to add to an overcrowded list of jobs to get done.

Wash the car.
Fold the laundry.
Pick up prescriptions.
Be like Jesus.

Before we know it, a life-changing, heart-transforming, identity-defining relationship with the living God through Jesus Christ is reduced to a formulaic “to achieve” list. The list often includes attending church regularly, participating in midweek groups, giving money and time, maintaining personal
piety and devotion, and helping others—especially those who are less well off. Of course, it involves being a generally “nice” and vaguely “moral” person. These activities are good, even great things. It’s just that these are things to do. They are not who you are.

When our identity in Christ is reduced to a checklist, it’s no wonder the connection between our faith and our identity is, instead, a big disconnect for many of us. Surely seeking to be defined as a follower of Jesus is not just more empty hype.

We know that Jesus is the answer, so we feel vague guilt about challenging the assertion that he is the answer. But if Jesus answers the question, “Who are you?” then why are we still struggling to find our deepest, truest identities? Where are the freedom, peace, and security that were promised? We’ve sung it, we’ve read it, we’ve stood on the promise of it, and even though we know on some level these things must be true, they don’t seem to be true for us.

We still don’t know who we are. Some of us, not having found a way to get past the experiences that defined us, identify with Naomi. Some of us align with Saul: We haven’t been able to break out from the baggage of our insecurities. We have been trapped in comparing and competing, neither of which can end well. We have listened to other definitions of who we are, and paying attention to the voices has limited our potential and our future. Maybe, as the voices tell us, the problem is us. Once again, we’re not good enough.

Thankfully, God sees us from a completely different vantage point.
God’s Design for Glorious Living

It’s in Christ that we find out who we are and what we are living for. Long before we first heard of Christ and got our hopes up, he had his eye on us, had designs on us for glorious living, part of the overall purpose he is working out in everything and everyone. (Ephesians 1:11–12, msg)

The Scripture passage is not a slogan; it’s the truth. This is the answer to the heartache behind our deepest longings, the answer to the stories behind our wildest dreams. This truth is the answer to our hopes for who we really are and can become. There is so much more to discover than rules and tensions. Before we even knew Jesus, He had designs on us for glorious living.

The words of truth regarding your identity were written by a man named Paul, a zealous persecutor of Christians until he met Jesus in a life-transforming, literally blinding, encounter. The passage forms part of a letter written to church communities in the ancient city of Ephesus (in modern-day Turkey) and the surrounding region. Paul’s letter communicated deep truths that still apply to all believers.

The cosmopolitan city of Ephesus experienced something of an awakening to the good news of the gospel when Paul and his team preached there (see Acts 19). People from all backgrounds and walks of life came to faith. Incredible miracles took place. People who had been involved in witchcraft burned their books and tools and became Christians. Others publicly confessed their
wrongdoing. This kind of public confession bore particular significance in this city. Ephesus was home to many religious temples, but its preeminent shrine was the Temple of Diana, still considered to be one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. The Temple of Diana also was known to be a place of sanctuary and asylum. People could find immunity there, escaping the consequences of their crimes.  

The Temple of Diana played a huge role in the city’s cultural life, housing its arts scene. The worship of Diana, which fueled the local economy, included rituals and practices that exploited women as temple prostitutes. As pagan worshippers of Diana responded to the gospel and started following Jesus, a decline in commerce derived from former temple-goers affected local businesses. Business owners who were losing profits eventually incited a riot against Paul.

Paul and his team decided to leave, eventually moving on to Macedonia (see Acts 20) and Greece. Meanwhile, new converts living in a pagan land were figuring out what their faith meant to their everyday lives. They were dealing with opposition and conflict due to their faith in Jesus Christ. These men and women were Christians who had left behind a life that bore little similarity to a life in Christ. They needed guidance.

That’s why Paul pointed out in the first chapter of his letter to the Ephesians that a new life with Jesus is exactly that: a completely new life. This is huge in orienting believers in the way to live in a hostile culture (see Acts 19). It also was freeing for the Ephesians. It meant that people who had lived in spiritual darkness, putting their trust in a religion that was powerless to help
them, no longer had to be defined by the past. God was making them new, from the inside out.

Can you imagine what it is like to let go of everything that is familiar in order to fully embrace a new life? This means laying down the old way of living, including friends, family, community, the way you used to think, your worldview—all the things that had made you you. The old life can’t continue to exist alongside the new life. But forsaking the old life means having all your comforts and reference points stripped away. With all that left behind, who are you now and what are you living for?

Try to put yourself in the place of converts to the Christian faith who had spent their lives practicing a pagan religion. They sought a change, and now they were experiencing a complete turnaround. Think of the challenges they faced in changing their lives—and staying changed.

We’ve all tried to reboot our lives at some point: a juice cleanse to reboot our health, a decluttering session to clear out our homes. Or maybe a commitment to stick to a New Year’s resolution with the promise of a “New Year, New You.” A word to live by each year to help you remember the person you’ve always wanted to be and the life you’ve hoped to live.

I’m a huge fan of New Year’s resolutions, the chance to start again, the chance to transform my life. My attempts have met with varying degrees of success. The weight I lost one year found its way home again. Career paths sometimes took me in a direction I hadn’t planned to take. The determination to be a better woman (whatever that meant) brought me—exhausted—face to face with who I am. My resolve to change my life never has
been enough. I’ve needed something lasting and someone bigger than me.

**In Christ = In Covenant Relationship**

Throughout the Bible we read of people who discovered that a relationship with God transformed all of life—including their identities—from the inside out. This transformative relationship is possible because of God’s covenant promise, a consistent theme that conveys the freedom in our new identity. Covenants were common in the culture of Old Testament times.

Agreements between two people or between tribes, when one party was stronger than the other, often were marked by a ceremony in which an animal was sacrificed. The stronger party took the initiative to cancel the other party’s debt, freeing the weaker party from the burdens and consequences they faced. The stronger party gave the new covenant partner a new identity. Their past was over. They were given a new name that reflected who and whose they now were.

As a result of the covenant, the weaker party assumes the attributes of the stronger partner. The weaker party never would be alone and vulnerable again, because the covenant bestowed a new life and a new place of belonging. As a tangible reminder of all that the covenant meant, the agreement was marked by a scar, often formed by a cut on the wrist. The scar also served to warn potential adversaries that the person carrying the scar was in covenant relationship. If weaker covenant partners were attacked, they had a stronger partner who would come to their defense.
In the Bible we see God enter into covenant relationship with His people, including Abram and Sarai, Noah, Moses, and David. All of these covenants pointed to a greater One. The ancient covenants eventually were fulfilled in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.

As the stronger covenant partner, God took the initiative by entering into a relationship with a broken humanity. He sent His Son, Jesus, whose life illustrates what a relationship with God and what an identity in God is like. The covenant that transforms our lives is not enacted in the sacrifice of an animal, as was done in Old Testament times. Instead, Jesus Himself (described by John the Baptist as “The Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world!” [John 1:29]) is the sacrifice, laying down His life for us. His body—not the bodies of the weaker covenant partners—carries the scars in His side and in His hands. His death breaks the power of the debt we owed by canceling the penalty for our sin. Now humanity, the weaker covenant partner, has new life and a new place of belonging.

We are no longer defined or named by our past. Instead, we have been given a new identity. We’re in Christ now. We have access to the attributes of our stronger covenant Partner. This covenant means God’s redemption is at work in every part of life. In biblical terms, redemption means “the buying back of something that has been lost.” People who have been lost through helplessness, poverty, violence, and foolishness are bought back. It also means “deliverance from bondage, freed from everything that enslaves and controls us.” Redemption was good news for God’s covenant people in the Old Testament. Redemption was good
news for the people of Ephesus who never had heard of Christ until they met Paul. Redemption is good news for us and our identity and purpose because it changes everything.

Jesus not only rescued us from the debt we never could repay. He also paid the price for all that we had lost due to the reality of a broken world. In His death and resurrection, He broke every chain that held us captive. You may know already that He has rescued you. You may know that He has forgiven you. But you also need to know that His redemption of your life has transformative implications for your identity. You no longer have to accept lies about who you are. You have a new identity. In Christ you find out who you are and what you are living for.

He doesn’t shame or condemn you for your past. He breaks the chains of all that controlled you and limited your identity. He redeems your true identity, which was interrupted by your life experiences and crushed by the mixed messages of the world. He even redeems the dreams you had of the person you hoped to become. He redeems your Dream of You.

That said, He has way more in mind for you than a pair of red boots; He has designs on you for glorious living. Redemption means He makes all things new.

**Redeemed to Reclaim Your True Identity**

Christ invites us to discover who we are. And because we have a relationship with God, this discovery is an ongoing process. We can learn to let go of the broken identities that have wrongly defined us. But we also can revisit areas of our identities that bear
further exploration. God has led me to revisit the same areas of my identity in different seasons of my life. How my body image affected my identity as a lithe metabolic wonder at age nineteen is not the same for me now. Today my body image has to do with being a woman in her forties, after having two children, with decades of love for fried chicken, and with a metabolism that decided to go on a long, slow vacation. It’s a different deal.

God has needed to redeem my long-held identification with Wonder Woman in every decade of my life. The Wonder Woman of my childhood was a little adventurer. In my teens she was the girl who became obsessed with academic excellence and was determined to have the chance to create her own dreams in the face of discrimination. The Wonder Woman of my twenties sought to be accomplished, hot (attractive, not sweaty), and married. The Wonder Woman of my thirties aimed to be the perfect wife and mother with a perfect home and career.

And today? I’m doing great, thanks very much. I could use a long nap, and I wouldn’t mind a new pair of fantastic red leather boots. That’s all the Wonder I’ve got energy for.

Long before we first heard of Christ, He had His eye on us. He had designs on us for glorious living.

One final thing to remember: while the work of redemption is incredibly liberating, it’s also incredibly costly. Our redemption was wrought on a cross, a humiliating, agonizing form of execution. As we journey with Jesus, sometimes we’ll feel relief and
freedom, a weight lifted off our shoulders, gladly resting in the hands of our stronger covenant Partner. At other times, as redemption works on the deepest parts of who we are, we’ll journey to painful places, the kinds of places that disciples are tempted to run away from. We’ll be tempted to avoid the vulnerability and nakedness. We’ll be tempted to hide to keep anyone from seeing us bleed. We’ll be tempted to avoid bringing the broken pieces of our identities to the Cross. There will be times where we’ll be tempted to rationalize, minimize, or ignore our culpability, or our own sin. We’ll be tempted to comfort and appease ourselves, rather than deny ourselves and choose to stop going our own way (see Matthew 16:24). At those times, going back to living by the oughts and shoulds of our culture and giving in to our insecurities will feel a lot easier, even more appealing!

It will be important to remember that the Cross is not the end, but rather what happens before resurrection, before new life. Remind yourself that when the grit and the guts of your broken identity meet the grace and goodness of God, it will reveal you, but He will transform you. You’re in Him now, with all His resources available to you. You have access to His power, mercy, and grace.

Sometimes you’ll feel impatient with the process, wondering why it demands so much. You’ll be frustrated that transformation and growth are such slow, hard work. Surely, you will conclude, if Jesus has secured your freedom, it shouldn’t feel so difficult and take so long.

Yet this new covenant is more than a spiritual transaction, a contract that was signed when we first heard about Jesus. It’s a
relationship with the living God that grows, stretches, and deepens over time. When Paul wrote to another church community, describing the difference this new covenant makes, he stated that it “makes us more and more like him as we are changed into his glorious image” (2 Corinthians 3:18). We have the opportunity to continually respond to the covenant love that God offers us through Jesus.

Discover the depth of your identity in Christ as you let go of the old life of trying to prove yourself worthy, of striving to measure up to an imposed standard. Embrace your covenant relationship in all its fullness. Invite God into your past life experiences and ask Him to break you free from the debts, the brokenness, and the wasted years. It’s in Christ that we find out who we are and what we are living for. Long before we first heard of Christ, He had His eye on us. He had designs on us for glorious living. Discover His Dream of You and His dreams for you.

As we wrap up this chapter, take a few moments to pause and reflect on what a covenant relationship with God could mean for your identity and purpose.
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